1. Introduction. Let (mk) be an infinite sequence of distinct integers. We denote by sn(t, x) (0 <t < 1, 0 ^x < 1) the wth partial sum of the trigonometric series 00 £ <t>k(t)cke(mkx), k~\ where (<pk(t)) is the system of Rademacher's functions, i.e.
<l>k(t) = sign sin 2kirt (k = 1, 2, • • • ), and e(x)=e2TX. The coefficients c* may be complex numbers. R. Salem and A. Zygmund [2] have investigated in detail the order of magnitude of the maximum modulus of s"(t, x), max | s"(l, x) | , 0éx<X for the special case of («î») = (k), the sequence of positive integers. The purpose of this note is to present some results concerning the order of magnitude of the mean modulus I I sn(t, x) | dx, Jo where the sequence (mk) may be arbitrary.
It is clear that for every / and every « f I Sn(t, X) | dx ?g Rn\ Jo where Rn= £ï_i|c*|2, whatever the sequence (mk) may be. As to the lower bound for fl\sn(t, x)\dx we shall prove the following theorems : Theorem 1. Let (mk) be an arbitrary sequence of distinct integers. Then, given any e > 0, there exists a positive constant B, depending only on e, such that except for a set of t's of measure less than e we have Received by the editors December 14,1964. (1) f \sn(t,x)\dx^BtRT J 0 for ail «^1.
We write for the sake of brevity s" = £ kl'kl'UM'.l', the summation being extended over all indices i, j, k, l with 1 ¿i, j, k, l^n such that mi+m¡ = mk+mi (order is relevant).
Theorem 2. Let (mk) be an arbitrary sequence of distinct integers. If S"/R$ = 0(n~a) for some a>l, then we have
The condition imposed on Sn/R" in Theorem 2 obviously implies that Rn tends to infinity with ». Note that for any sequence (mk) oí distinct integers we have always láa^2, ;f Sn/Rt = 0(n~a); in the case of a= 1, which is excluded from Theorem 2, one may also prove the validity of (2), assuming that the growth of Rn as w-»«> is sufficiently regular (see §3 below).
2. Proof of the theorems. We have
almost everywhere in /. Hence we obtain by Holder's inequality Rn= f \sn(l,x)\2dx
for almost all /, where, as is readily seen, (4) f dt f I *"(*, s) |\te = 2Rl -Tn, Tn = £ | c* |4.
•'0 •'0 t=l Let E denote the set of /, 0</<l, for which the integral Um inf 2c"*'' | sn(t, x) \ dx ^ 2f t-»« »/ n for almost all t.
As an example we take ck = l (k = l, 2, ■ • •). We have then 2?"= r" = n, and 5" = 0(n3) for any sequence (m*) of distinct integers. for some sequence (ek) of ± 1, which is a particular case of the results mentioned in (2) .
